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Exercise for the lecture
Embedded Systems
Wintersemester 17/18

Written Exercise Sheet 2
Hints: These assignments will be discussed at E23 from 10:15 AM - 11:45 AM on 14. Nov. 2017. You are not obligated to turn in the solutions.

1

Imperative Programming Languages

Mr. Smart wants to use Java as the programming language for his design of real-time embedded systems. What are
the problems and issues that he may face? Explain the problems with imperative languages and shared memories.
What is your conclusion about such models?

2

SDF

Suppose that the following SDF model is given:
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Suppose that SDF actors execute in 1 unit of time. Generate a possible execution schedule, assuming a single execution unit (no parallel execution) and an initial set of 6 tokens for edge e1 :

Time

0
1
2
3
4

Tokens on edges

e1

e2

6

0

Next actor execution
a1 or a2

Now, assume an initial set of 9 tokens for edge e1 . Provide an example of parallel execution, i.e., an example for which
both actors are active. Enter the names of the concurrently executing actors into the right column!

Time
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Tokens on edges

e1

e2

9

0

Next actor execution(s)
a1 , a2 or (a1 and a2 )
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KPN

( 0
if n = 0
1
if n = 1
Fibonacci numbers are defined by: F(n) =
F(n − 2) + F(n − 1) if n > 1
Create the following processes primitives:

• Process Init1(input A, output B): At the start, it sends just once the integer value “1” on its output channel.
Afterwards, it executes in an infinite loop: Read one value from the input channel and put it on the output channel.

• Process Init0(input A, output B): At the start, it sends just once the integer value “0” on its output channel.
Afterwards, it has the same behavior like process init1.

• Process Dup(input A, output B, C): It executes in an infinite loop: Read one value from the input channel and
put the value on both output channels (remove “2x”).

• Process Add(input A, B, output C): It executes in an infinite loop: Read one value from each input channel.
Add the two values. Put the result on its output channel.

• Process Sink(input A): In an infinite loop, this process reads one value from the input channel per cycle
(Could/should do nothing. . . ).
Develop a process network with only these components to produce the sequence of Fibonacci numbers.

4

Turing-complete or not?

“KPNs are Turing-complete, whereas SDFs are not Turing-complete.” What does the above sentence actually mean?
Being Turing-complete can be good or bad for a model of computation. Explain the good sides and the bad sides.
Would it be possible to convert an SDF model into a Kahn process network? If not, what be the essential difficulty?

5

Petri Net (1)

Consider the following simple place/transition net with M0 (p1 ) = 9, M0 (p2 ) = 0:
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Which combinations of markings of p1 and p2 are feasible? Create a graph with (M(p1 ), M(p2 )) as nodes and indicate
possible transitions. Start with a node (9,0).
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Petri Net (2)

In the following exercise you should create a Petri Net which models the problem of an unclear traffic situation at two
crossing roads.

We assume two streets to cross on which no traffic lights are available, cars coming from the right side always have
the right of way and cars are not allowed to turn, but can only drive straight ahead. For simplification, the crossroads
are divided into four allocable quadrants. The petri net should be modelled in such a way that cars return to the
crossroads after having passed it. In the beginning, each car is in the state approaching. Afterwards it can switch to
the state waiting in which it occupies the quadrant in front of its hood. Please note that the driver has to check if a car
is approaching from the right side, i.e., if its right neighbor’s quadrant is empty. If this is the case, the crossroads can
be crossed (in the state driving), whereupon both quadrants are enabled. Now, the car can return to the crossroads.

7

D/E-Simulations

Consider the following simple cross-connected NOR-gates.
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Assume that the top NOR-gate delays all changes by 2 ns, the NOR-gate at the bottom delays all changes by 3 ns.
Assume that for t < 0, signal values are as indicated in the timing diagram below. At t = 0, R is assumed to change to
’1’. Depict the waveforms at the outputs nQ and Q of the two gates, as computed by discrete event simulation!
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IEEE 1164 Application

Application example

Consider the following simple bus to be modelled with the values of IEEE standard 1164.

signal value on bus = #(value from left subcircuit, value from right subcircuit)
right subcircuit)
(a) Which of the IEEE 1164 values will#('Z',
be on value
the bus from
if both enable
inputs are set to ’0’
value
from
right
subcircuit
(enable=enable’=’0’) ?

“as if left circuit were not there“.
(b) Which of the
IEEE 1164
values will be on
the bus
enable’=’1’ and f’=’1’?
technische
universität
fakultät
für if enable=’0’,
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